Pathway Search Algorithms
Each pathway was first converted to a square adjacency matrix, A, with row and column indices corresponding to all regulatory and regulated molecules found in the specified pathway. Only biochemical reactions involving one or more regulatory interactions (either activation or inhibition) were included in the generation of the adjacency matrix. For each biochemical reaction with regulatory molecule i regulating the production of biochemical reaction product j, the element A ij was given a positive weight if i was activating and a negative weight if i inhibitory. All regulatory interactions for a given biochemical reaction were given the same absolute value for their weights. If two or more distinct biochemical reactions generated the same product, the regulatory interactions for each biochemical reaction were assigned different absolute values in order to distinguish between the multiple reactions.
For example, suppose there are two distinct biochemical reactions that generate product j. Suppose that in one biochemical reaction, molecule h is an activator of the production of j and i is an inhibitor of production of j. Suppose that in the other biochemical reaction, f is an activator of the production of j and g is an inhibitor of the production of j. In this situation, A hj =1, A ij =-1, A fj =2, and A gj =-2. Alternatively, the following assignment would also be valid, A hj =2, A ij =-2, A fj =1, and A gj =-1. The absolute values of the weights only serve to distinguish regulatory molecules of one biochemical reaction from regulatory molecules of another biochemical reaction, when there are multiple biochemical reactions that produce the same product.
After generating the adjacency matrix, A, the desired logic gate patterns were searched for. When multiple regulatory interactions governed a single biochemical reaction, combinations of two regulatory molecules at a time were taken that fit the desired logic gate pattern. For example, suppose, A ag =-2, A bg =-2, A cg =-2, A dg =-1, A eg =-1, and A fg =1. In this situation there are two distinct biochemical reactions that produce molecule g. Suppose we are interested in finding all potential NOR/NAND gates (see Supplementary Figure 5 for a description of NOR/NAND pattern). Using combinatorics, there are four potential hits for NOR or NAND gates: (a,b,g), (a,c,g), (b,c,g) and (d,e,g) . Note that we keep the regulatory molecules from each distinct biochemical reaction separate. Thus (a,d,g), (b,d,g), and (c,d,g) among others are not valid potential hits for NOR/ NAND gates.
Expected Logic Gate Distributions
The total number of NOR/NAND gates (a biochemical reaction with two inhibitory regulatory interactions), NIMPLY/IMPLY gates (a biochemical reaction with one activating and one inhibitory regulatory interaction), and AND/OR gates (a biochemical reaction with two activating regulatory interactions) were counted. (NIMPLY/IMPLY gates and AND/OR gates were identified and counted using the same combinatoric method used for counting NOR/NAND gates detailed above.) By counting these three types of gates, all possible patterns of two regulatory interactions acting on a single node have been accounted for.
As a sample calculation, assume there were x NOR/NAND gates, y NIMPLY/IMPLY gates, and z AND/OR gates. The total number of activating regulatory interactions can thus be denoted as 2z+y and the total number of inhibitory regulatory interactions can thus be denoted as 2x+y. The total number of regulatory interactions is thus 2x+2y+2z while the total number of gates, G, is x+y+z.
Using these expressions we computed the probability of an activating regulatory interaction, P(Activation), and probability of an inhibitory regulatory interaction, P(Inhibition), as: P(Activation)=(2z+y)/(2x+2y+2z) P(Inhibition)=(2x+y)/(2x+2y+2z)
G=x+y+z
Substituting the actual values of x, y, and z, (26, 198, and 775, respectively) we computed P(Activation)=0.87 and P(Inhibition)=0.13.
Using these probabilities, we calculated the expected distribution gates, as follows: where S is the total number of occurrences of two gates of any type (mixed types or identical types) being cascaded sequentially. We found S=405. Substituting this value for S and using the previously computed value for P(NOR/NAND), we found E(NOR/NAND, NOR/NAND)=0.27. Expected number of occurrences of two other types of gates being cascaded, say type X and Y, were similarly calculated using the general formula:
E(X,Y)=P(X)*P(Y)*S where P(X) and P(Y) are the probabilities of an X and Y gate, respectively.
